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Kazakhstan’s Gas Market Outlook: 

“Potential Supply Deficit Looms”
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Kazakhstan expects to experience gas market deficit by 2030

Source: Ministry of Energy of the RoK
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Kazakhstan domestic gas market: charting growth

Source: Ministry of Energy of the RoK, IHS Markit
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✓ Kazakhstan’s commercial gas production

is expected to peak at 30bcm in 2030. By

2030, Kazakhstan will produce less gas

than the domestic market needs.

✓ Against the backdrop of dynamic growth of

gas consumption in the domestic market,

Kazakhstan could potentially face a

marginal gas shortage of 1.6bcm as early

as 2025.
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What leads to Kazakhstan’s gas market potential supply deficit?

Source: Ministry of Energy of the RoK

Key areas Challenges faced

▪ Kazakhstan ranks 22nd in the world and 3rd in the CIS (after Russia and

Turkmenistan).

▪ But two-thirds of the recoverable reserves are associated gas from oil &

gas and oil & gas condensate fields, characterized by a

multicomponent composition, high content of hydrogen sulfide

compounds and requires costly preliminary processing.

Recoverable gas reserves 

of 3.9tcm

▪ According to the terms of the PSAs, these foreign companies are not

obliged to supply the gas produced to the domestic market.

▪ The gas produced is mainly used for reinjection into the reservoir to

increase oil recovery and for their own technological needs.

80% of gas production by 

foreign investors under 

PSA

Wear and tear of gas 

pipelines & technical 

equipment

▪ The average level of depreciation of backbone networks has reached

75%.

▪ The greatest wear is noted in Atyrau 84%, Mangistau regions 86%

(Beyneu-Zhanaozen and Zhanaozen-Aktau gas pipelines are in critical

condition).

▪ More than 80% of gas wells and gas storages are beyond the safety

level.

▪ The life of every sixth compressor station is more than 50 years.
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Potential implications of Kazakhstan’s gas market supply deficit

Source: Ministry of Energy of the RoK
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✓ Out of approx. 55bcm of production per year, up to 30bcm is for the oil industry’s own needs, 18bcm is for domestic

consumption and 7bcm is exported.

✓ Kazakhstan’s gas export earnings serve to subsidize domestic gas prices.

✓ As domestic consumption grows at a time when the production of marketable gas is not increasing, Kazakhstan has to

reduce the volume of gas exports. Kazakhstan’s gas export to China fell from 7.5bcm in 2019 to 6bcm in 2021, and is expected

to decline further to 5bcm in 2022.

✓ At some point in the future, Kazakhstan’s gas export may cease altogether and there will be no revenue source to

maintain low domestic gas prices. The authorities will be forced to change the gas pricing model in the country where an

increase in gas tariffs is inevitable.
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Investments into Kazakhstan’s gas industry is much needed

Source: Ministry of Energy of the RoK

✓ New investments are needed in Kazakhstan’s gas industry: (i) the exploration of new fields and their development, (ii) the

modernization of the gas transmission system, and (ii) the construction of gas processing facilities – all of which will

require large capital and time.

✓ By 2030, raw gas production is projected to reach 87.1bcm, of which only 42bcm will be processed into commercial gas.

The remaining of the gas will be pumped back into the reservoirs (47%) and used for own needs (15%) of the subsoil users.

✓ The Ministry of Energy has prepared a Comprehensive Plan for the Development of the Gas Industry until 2030:

▪ Kazakhstan’s gas production is to increase from 30.5bcm in 2020 to 42.6bcm in 2030.

▪ Processing capacity at Kashagan to increase to 9bcm, this is expected to raise the commercial gas production at

the field to 8cm.

✓ Post independence, there is no discovery of new gas field with high potential of gas production. It is only the development of already

discovered deposits which requires 7 to 10 years.

✓ The State plans to develop gas production and processing projects using borrowed funds and third-party investments.

The guarantee of repayment of borrowed funds will be the inclusion of costs in tariffs. Therefore, the Ministry of Energy intends not

only to provide subsoil users with a large package of fiscal incentives, but also to raise prices for commercial gas in the domestic

market.

✓ In order to reduce costs and save time, additional volumes of gas for further gasification of Kazakhstan can be imported

from Russia and Turkmenistan.

✓ A breakthrough solution could be a connection with Russian gas transmission system. This will enable commercial gas

supply to the central and eastern regions of Kazakhstan, and to also develop subsequent transit to neighboring countries

in particular China. With Russia under economic sanctions, both countries will have the opportunity to build a reliable gas network

that ensures competitive energy sales.
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Disclaimer & Disclosures

The Investment Team Market Intelligence of Verny Capital LLP (hereinafter referred to as the “Research Team”) have prepared this

Report (hereinafter referred to as the “Report”). The Research Team certifies that all views expressed in this Report reflect the Research

Team’s personal professional views. The Report is based on the information and methodologies taken from the sources which the

Research Team considers to be reliable and have used public and other data which was not independently verified. While the Report is

intended to be as accurate as possible, the Research Team and/or Verny Capital LLP make no guarantee, warranty or representation of

any kind under any applicable law, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in the Report or

otherwise, and it should not be relied on as such, and expressly disclaim under any applicable law any and all liability whether arising in

tort, contract or otherwise which they might otherwise be found to have in respect of this Report or any statement in it. Further, the

forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of the Report. The Research Team and/or Verny Capital LLP make no undertaking

to update this Report or its contents after the date of the Report notwithstanding that such information may have become outdated or

inaccurate. Notwithstanding above, the Research Team may change information contained in this Report at any time without notice.

Neither the Research Team nor Verny Capital LLP or any of its officers, employees shall be liable for any losses or damage that may

result from any use of or reliance upon the information contained in the Report as a consequence of any inaccuracies in, errors or

omissions, if any, in the information which the Report may contain or otherwise arising from the use and/or further communication,

publication, or other disclosure of the information contained in the Report. Reliance upon any information in the Report is at the sole

discretion and risk of the reader. Receipt and continuing review of the report shall be deemed agreement with, and consideration for, the

foregoing.

This Report is solely intended for general information purposes only. Verny Capital LLP states that this Report is not in any sense, and

shall not be construed under any applicable law, as an offer or solicitation of an offer to any person of the purchase or sale of any assets

or securities in any jurisdiction; the Report and any materials contained therein shall not be relied upon for any purpose whatsoever,

including but not limited to, for investment or any other decisions.

No portion of this Report may be copied, published, used or duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed without prior written

consent of Verny Capital LLP. In addition, Verny Capital LLP expressly prohibits the use of any portion of the Report, whether by

reference, by incorporation, or otherwise, in any prospectus, IPO materials, or other filings in any jurisdiction with financial supervisory or

other authorities, or in any public materials on which any investment or any other decisions might be based.


